
Saxophone Palm Key Exercises.

In these exercises, we’ll learn the notes of the “upper register.” These higher notes at the top of 
the saxophone’s normal range require diferent fngerings to the notes below them and take some
getting used to. Remember though, thea are not realla ana more diicult to plaa than the other 
notes.

We’ll learn how to fnger these notes and we’ll also learn how to connect these “palm kea” notes 
to the notes below in a smooth and relaxed manner so that we can plaa the palm keas just as 
easila, quickla and smoothla as we do the other notes.

Let’s have a look at the notes and how thea are fngered.

 ALL of these notes use the OCTAVE KEY.
 As we go higher, we keep ADDING  keas.
 Our fngers remain curved and relaxed.
 WE STRIVE TO MAINTAIN OUR REGULAR HAND POSITION AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE!
 The High F# Kea is fngered with the 3rd fnger of the right hand. If aour saxophone doesn’t 

have this kea, don’t worra.  None of ma saxophones have this kea either but we can stll 
plaa High F# using the altssimo fngerings.



Now let’s play each note.

Remember! DON’T BITE!!!

These notes need fast air and as always good support from your tummy. We’re going to play them 
FORTE for now to ensure we have a good strong airstream.

Make sure you keep your embouchure frm but relaxed and imagine saying the sound “EEEEEE” to 
keep the tongue high. 

Now let’s try moving from note to note. Go VERY SLOWLY and SLUR the notes.

Keep the lef hand relaxed and the fngers in a natural curved positon.

DON’T JERK YOUR HAND FROM NOTE TO NOTE!

SMALL SMOOTH CONTROLLED MOVEMENTS ARE OUR GOAL.



Now we’re going to learn how to get from any and every palm key note, to each and every other 
palm key note. This exercise uses a common musical device called PIVOTING.



Now let’s apply these exercises to our scales. We’ll begin with PALM KEY D and the scale of D 
MAJOR. Remember, we have two (2) sharps in this scale, F# amd C#.  

Go very slowly and repeat each scale fragment several tmes, keeping your fngers relaxed and 
touching the keys.

Don’t jerk from note to note. Small relaxed movements will lead to even  executon and eventually, 
speed.

Remember DON’T BITE!

D MAJOR SCALE

Now let’s try the F MAJOR SCALE.

Remember, this scale has one (1) fat, Bb

F MAJOR SCALE
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